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Firmament 

"Fashion Forward in Mitte"

This Mitte boutique is a haven for the fashion forward men in Berlin. The

store features Japanese brands, known for their avant garde designs and

style. The apparel ranges between the categories of gym wear, casuals

and semi-formals. There is also a limited selection of accessories like

trendy messenger bags, backpacks, shoes, belts, grooming products and

collectible items. A good place to look for some stylish vacation-wear, this

store is highly recommended.

 +49 30 6391 1611  www.firmamentberlin.com/store/  Linienstraße 40, Berlijn
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Konk 

"Beautiful Designer Pieces"

Konk offers brilliant apparel by local upcoming designers. Owned and

operated by fashion enthusiast, Edda Mann, this charming boutique also

showcases accessories and jewelry from exotic labels like Naoko Ogawa,

Alex Monroe and Catherine Weitzman, to name a few. Cutting edge

designs, gorgeous fabrics and highly stylized merchandise are permanent

residents here. Stop by to bag a few unique and truly beautiful pieces.

 +49 30 2809 7839  www.konk-berlin.de/  mail@konk-berlin.de  Kleine Hamburger Straße 15,

Berlijn
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The Corner Berlin 

"Glam Labels"

The Corner on Französische Straße is known for its cutting edge designs

in apparel and collectible items. The uber chic store reflects the overall

genre of clothing and accessories they feature. You can choose from a

range of avant-garde pieces hailing from international fashion houses like

Yves Saint Laurent, Alexander Wang, Chloe, Givenchy and several others

to look your stylish best. Apart from gorgeous outfits, they also have a

selection of fabulous footwear and accessories such as clutches, bags and

jewelry from the likes of Alexander McQueen, Valentino, Victoria

Beckham and Jimmy Choo, to name a few.

 +49 30 2067 0940  www.thecornerberlin.de/st

ores/the-corner-berlin-east

 mail@thecornerberlin.de  Französische Straße 40,

Gendarmenmarkt, Berlijn
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Etro 

"All About Fashion & Lifestyle"

Etro is synonymous with grandeur and this brand boasts the latest

fashions in lavish designs and fetching styles. It is, in fact, a known name

when it comes to a company that progressively manufactures clothes,

accessories, shoes, perfumes and home furnishings. Even though paisley

print is what Etro is most popular for, you won't be put off by the stripes,

blocks and other chic designs defining the apparel and accessories here.

It provides the perfect niche experience in shopping for fashionable wear
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for both men and women.

 +49 30 2094 6120  www.etro.com/  Friedrichstrasse 71, Quartier 206,

Berlijn
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Zalando 

"Shoes Galore!"

Zalando was primarily famous as an e-commerce website that exclusively

sold shoes. The Zalando outlet is a huge, 1000 square meter (10,764

square feet) store, located on Köpenicker Straße. Like the website, the

outlet offers huge discounts on hundreds of brands like Adidas, Puma,

Converse and several others. However, the discounts are available only

for customers with access-cards.

 www.zalando-outlet.de/  info@zalando-outlet.de  Köpenicker Straße 20, Berlijn
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Voo Store 

"Something For Everyone"

Everyone will find an article that they love at Voo. This local shop

previously belonged to a locksmith, lending the current store a lot of

character. Inside, one can find everything from clothes, shoes, bags and

accessories for men and women to books, art pieces and collectibles. This

eccentric store has articles that will attract the high end fashionista, as

well as the bargain hunter. With trinkets and memorabilia from all over the

world, this shop is also ideal if you wish to purchase a gift for a special

someone. In addition, the store also puts up art exhibits from time to time.

 +49 30 6165 1112  www.vooberlin.com/store  service@vooberlin.com  Oranienstraße 24, Berlijn
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Andreas Murkudis 

"Hidden Gem"

Andreas Murkudis is a chic boutique for the fashion forward in Berlin. It

features trendy clothing for men and women as well as an array of home

decor, accessories, jewelry and unique gift items. The collection boasts

top international brands like Jil Sander, Guidi and Giorgio Brato. A

purchase guarantees a stylish addition to your wardrobe.

 +49 30 6 8079 8306  andreasmurkudis.com/en/

store/potsdamer-

strasse-81/

 press@andreasmurkudis.c

om

 E Potsdamer Straße 81,

Berlijn
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